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Business Etiquette   
Understanding Inferences 

 

Critical Learning Materials & Interactions 

 

 Self-assess understanding of appropriate 

business behaviour  

 Understand how your writing reflects your 

manners, skills and integrity 

 Make inferences to communicate 

appropriately to your boss and your 
colleagues. 

 Read and understand rubrics and 

instructor’s feedback 

 

 Student Resource and Student Response 
Pages: Business Etiquette  

 Access to the Internet 

 Business Etiquette Quiz, Centennial 
College available at  
http://www.centennialcollege.ca/pdf/grads
uccesspack/JobOffer/busetquiz.pdf  

 Sample memos from Ontario College 
Writing Exemplars, available at 

 http://www.gotocollege.ca/pdfs/6-
8_OCWE.pdf 

 Work with a partner 
  

Minds On  

 

  Knowing your audience means that you 

are mature enough to recognize and 
appreciate the point of view of others. 
Because of the variety in individual ages, 
backgrounds and preferences in the 
workplace, you cannot assume that everyone 
thinks alike. The Etiquette Quiz is a reminder 
of those differences and the impact they can 
have on the job.  

 

  Locate Centennial College’s Business 

Etiquette Quiz at the internet address, above. 
Print a hard copy. Complete the quiz. 
Compare your responses to the answer key 
at the end of the quiz.  
 

  With a partner, discuss  

1. why the answer key choices are most 
appropriate 

2. why the other choices on the quiz are 
inappropriate 

3. what inferences or conclusions you 
draw.  

 

Action!  
 

  As evident from the quiz, above, other 

people draw conclusions about your 
manners, skills and intelligence from your 
words and actions.   
 
 
 
 
 

  Inferences are conclusions you draw by 

combining evidence from the text and what 
you already know. Making an inference 

 

  Locate the Student Resource page 

“Business Etiquette” that follows this lesson. 
In the right-hand column is a memo written by 
a college student taken from Ontario College 
Writing Exemplars. In the left-hand column 
are prompts for you to complete. These 
require you to make inferences.  
 

  Read the prompts first, preview the 

memo, read the memo using a highlighter to 
identify information you’re looking for, and 
then complete the question prompts.  

http://www.centennialcollege.ca/pdf/gradsuccesspack/JobOffer/busetquiz.pdf
http://www.centennialcollege.ca/pdf/gradsuccesspack/JobOffer/busetquiz.pdf
http://www.gotocollege.ca/pdfs/6-8_OCWE.pdf
http://www.gotocollege.ca/pdfs/6-8_OCWE.pdf
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requires you to use reasoning to go beyond 
the text. It is sometimes called “reading 
between” or “reading beyond the lines.”  

 

  Reflect on the memo and the thinking 

you did to respond to the prompts:  

 What inferences do you make about 
the sender?  

 How did you arrive at those 
inferences? 

 

 With a partner, revise and edit this memo 

so that the message is clear, and the tone is 
appropriate. 

 
Consolidation   
 

  Successfully completing assignments 

depends on  
 having the same understanding of the 

assignment’s instructions as your 
instructor 

 understanding the criteria used to 
evaluate that assignment  

The introduction of the Ontario College 
Writing Exemplars provides sample rubrics 
and instructor feedback. 
 

 You are asked to assume the role of the 

evaluator in this exercise to explain why an 
assignment was given a Level 2. Reversing 
roles not only encourages you to understand 
instructions from the perspective of your 
instructor, but also gives you a chance to 
practise revision and editing skills. 

 
  Below the chart is the grade assigned to 

the memo as well as the evaluator’s 
comments. Take time to understand the 
instructor’s remarks; for example, what is 
clichéd language? If possible, use a think-
pair-share with a partner to think and talk 
through the comments. Each of you reads 
silently, trying to make sense of a comment. 
Then you share your thinking and together 
figure out if you’re both on track. 
 

  Assume that you are the instructor who 

has marked this memo, and the student, 
upset with the grade, has e-mailed you to 
request a full explanation of the level 2 it 
received. 
 
Step 1: Before you reply, carefully read the 
descriptors on page 24 of the Ontario College 
Writing Exemplars that outline the 
expectations of this assignment.  

 Which of these should you point out to the 
student? 

 What constructive advice will you give for 
improvement?  

 
Step 2: Write your e-mail: 
 Use a R.A.F.T.S. (Literacy Lesson 2.4) to 

plan 

 Explain the reasons for the grade  
 Suggest ways to improve 

 Be attentive to the tone of your e-mail. 
 
Step 3:  Exchange your work with a partner 
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for feedback—especially about how helpful 
the advice is and the tone. 

Connections and Next Steps 
 

  For some workplace humour, locate “The Ten Commandments of Office Etiquette” at  

http://www.mohawkcollege.ca/Discover/Help/coop/studRes/OfficeEtiquette.html . 

 To what extent could these commandments apply to any situation? 

 In a workplace, why would a violation of these rules poison the professional 
environment? 

 Add a commandment of your own. 
 

http://www.mohawkcollege.ca/Discover/Help/coop/studRes/OfficeEtiquette.html
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Business Etiquette – Student Resource  
Understanding Inferences 

 

Memo 
 

Inferences 
 

Inferences intended by 
the writer: 
 
I infer that “the doorstep” 
mentioned in the first 
sentence refers to …  
 
 
 I think that the writer’s 
reference to “the field” in 
the last line means… 
 
 
 
Inferences you can make 
about the writer from the 
text: 
 
Because the writer uses an 
inappropriate tone for a 
memo (“thumb down the 
teacher”), I think … 
 
 
I infer that the writer does 
not have much experience 
in organizing events such 
as this party because… 
 
 
 

 

TO: All Would-Be Graduates of Business Administration 
FROM: [Student’s Name] 
DATE: October 27, 2002 
SUBJECT: LAST GET-TOGETHER BEFORE DEPARTURE 
 
At the doorstep to the next stage of your life, you all are invited to 
a party to celebrate our friendship and achievements. 
 
You must sample some of our classmates’ flash business cards. 
Why would you want to miss out the good chance to thumb down 
the teacher who put you down during the semester.  Above all, 
you should laugh and talk our hearts out with each other for the 
last time. 
 
So, the banquet has been arranged as follows: 
 
Who: Every graduates and their familys (no more than 3) plus 
faculty members 
When: Following the commencement, around 3 p.m. 
Where: At the Seventh Semester, located beside the Food 
Emporium (The College granted the Room free of charge) 
 
Menu & Cost:    $20 for pork/salmon dish 

$25 for roasted chicken dish 
(The food will be catered by a local restaurant) 
 
Please remember to let me know of your attendance by the 7th of 
November either by talking to me in person or by paying the fee 
according to the food that you wish to have.  This will help the 
prompt reservation of food and seating. 
 
I know each of us, the third-year would-be graduates, is full of 
vigor and hope, and ready to make good of our dreams out in the 
field. 

-This writing is a Level 2 Memo from Ontario College Writing Exemplars, p. 59 
 

Note: This memo received a Level 2 evaluation. Comments about this memo in Ontario 
College Writing Exemplars are as follows: 
 
 “Follows memo format; stresses reader benefit; attempts graphic highlights [capitals on 
subject line], but overwhelmed by excess content; uses clichéd language; uses 
inappropriate tone (“thumb down the teacher”); contains grammatical inaccuracies.” 
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Business Etiquette – Student Response 
Understanding Inferences 

 

  You can: (1) Work on this template online and print a completed copy. It will expand 

as you work or (2) print a blank copy after adjusting the spacing to leave room to write or 
(3) use this as a guide to structure responding in a notebook.  
 

Minds On  

 
  Take the Business Etiquette Quiz, Centennial College: 

http://www.centennialcollege.ca/pdf/gradsuccesspack/JobOffer/busetquiz.pdf  
 

  Discuss: 

 why the answer key choices are most appropriate 
 
 why the other choices on the quiz are inappropriate 
 
 what inferences or conclusions do you draw.  
 

Action!    

 

  Prompts: 

 
Inferences intended by the writer: 
 

 I infer that “the doorstep” mentioned in the first sentence refers to …  
 

 I think that the writer’s reference to “the field” in the last line means… 
 
Inferences about the writer drawn from the text: 
 

 Because the writer uses an inappropriate tone for a memo (“thumbs down the 
teacher”), I think … 

 

 I infer that the writer does not have much experience in organizing events such 
as this party because… 

 

  Attach your revised and edited memo 

 

Consolidation   

 
  Fill in the R.A.F.T.S. Compose your memo from the point form notes. 

 

http://www.centennialcollege.ca/pdf/gradsuccesspack/JobOffer/busetquiz.pdf
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Role 
What role is the 
student 
playing? 

 

 

Audience 
Who is the 
intended 
audience for 
the memo? 
Who is 
expected to 
read it? 

 

 

Format 
What critical 
attributes of the 
memo does the 
writer include? 
Why is a memo 
an appropriate 
form in this 
situation? 

 

 

Topic 
What is the 
memo about? 

 

 

Strong 

verb  
(purpose) 
What is the 
purpose of the 
memo? What is 
the action verb 
that expresses 
the purpose? 

 

 

  Attach the revised and edited version of the completed memo. 
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Connections and Next Steps 

 Response to the workplace humour URL. 

 

 
 
 

Teacher’s Feedback 

 

 Successfully completed    
 

 Still to do: _____________________________________________________  
 
Comments:   
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Business Etiquette 
Understanding Inferences 

Literacy Learning Self-Assessment Checklist 
 

 Check items you have completed confidently in this lesson. Highlight items 

about which you have questions or need to consolidate further.  
 

Critical Learning 

 Assess your understanding of appropriate business behaviour  

 Understand inferences implicit in your writing that reflect your manners, skills and 
integrity 

 Use inferential thinking to respond appropriately to your boss and your 
colleagues. 

 Read and understand rubrics and instructor’s feedback  

 

Minds On…  

 

 I am aware of the importance of my body language, my words and my actions in 
a work environment  

 I understand what inferences may be drawn from written communication 

 I am sensitive to tone (attitude) in my oral and written communication 
 

Action! 

 

 I can make inferences from written communication about the writer’s purpose 
and tone 

 I can revise written communication to better appreciate the audience for whom it 
is intended 

 I can interpret rubrics used to evaluate writing assignments 

 I can adopt the instructor’s point of view and voice 

 

Consolidation  

 

 I can appreciate the role of etiquette in the workplace 


